
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT/PLANNING/PUBLICITY COMMITTEE 
Monday, July 10, 2017 - 10:30 PM 

 
Noel Merrihew, Chairperson 
Roby Politi, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Merrihew called this Economic Development/Planning/Publicity Meeting to order at 11:00 
am with the following Supervisors in attendance: Ed Gardner, Shaun Gillilland, Charles Harrington, 
Wester Miga, Noel Merrihew, James Monty, Ron Moore, Tom Scozzafava, Charles Whitson Jr., 
Michael Tyler, Joe Pete Wilson, Roby Politi, Randy Preston, Joseph Giordano, Jerry Morrow and 
Archie Depo. Michael Marnell and Steve McNally, had been previously excused.  

 
Department Heads present: Daniel Palmer and Anna Reynolds. Dan Manning was absent.  
 
Also present: Dina Garvey, Kim Reilly, Jamie Rogers - ANCA, Jen Perry - ANCA, Margaret Gibbs - 
Lakes to Locks Passage, Kevin Hall, Dave Wolff - Adirondack Action, Russ Kinyon - Franklin County 
Economic Development Director, Greg Cummingham - Adirondack Community Works and Deb Rice 
- Assmeblyman Dan Stec’s Office.  Carol Calabrese, Jody Olcott, Rick LeVitre, Aurora McCaffery 
and Jim McKenna had been previously excused. 

 
News Media present: Keith Lobdell - Sun News and Denise Raymo - Press Republican. 
 

 
****************************** 

 
 The first item on the agenda was the Industrial Development Agency with both Carol 
Calabrese and Jody Olcott having been previously excused. 
 

******************************* 
 

MERRIHEW: I’ll call this Economic Development Committee to order. We’ve had a little change in 
schedules right now for efficiencies. I’ll call first our Community Resources Director, Anna Reynolds.  
 
REYNOLDS: Good morning, I have two 239M referrals. Referral on 2719 State Route 22, in 
reviewing the documentation there will be no impact to County property and therefore a letter of no 
comment is recommended.  
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you, do I have a mover? Moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Tyler. Questions 
or comments on the referral? Being none all those in favor? Opposed? Motion carries, thank you.  
 

ACTION OF THE ESSEX COUNTY PLANNING BOARD 
ON A REFERRAL RECEIVED FROM THE TOWN OF ESSEX 

 
 The following motion was made by Supervisor Miga. 
 
 Where, the Essex County Planning Board has considered the following GML 239 
referral at its regular meeting on July 10, 2017. 
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 REFERRAL         PROPOSED ACTION 
 
Town of Essex - Megan Harris-Petro & Joel Petro    site plan review-demolition of existing  

      addition 
   

  Whereas, the above referred, proposed action does not directly impact a county road 
or county property. 
 
 Be it adopted by the Essex County Planning Board that a letter of comment is 
recommended. 
 
 This motion was seconded by Supervisor Tyler and passed on a vote of 8 in favor, 1 
absent, and none opposed. 
 
REYNOLDS: The second 239M referral is for the Town of Essex water system construction project. 
Although we don’t believe that there will be impact to county property a letter stating that the DPW 
would like to review the plans is recommended.  
 
MERRIHEW: Moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Depo and Mr. Tyler. Questions or comments on 
the referral? Being none, all those in favor? Opposed? Motion carries, thank you.  
 

ACTION OF THE ESSEX COUNTY PLANNING BOARD 
ON A REFERRAL RECEIVED FROM THE TOWN OF WILMINGTON 

 
 The following motion was made by Supervisor Miga. 
 
 Where, the Essex County Planning Board has considered the following GML 239 
referral at its regular meeting on July 10, 2017. 
 
REFERRAL         PROPOSED ACTION 
 
Town of Essex          Water treatment plant & appurtenant improvements  
      
 Whereas, the above referred, proposed action does not directly impact a county road 
or county property. 
 
 Be it adopted by the Essex County Planning Board that a letter stating the Essex 
County Department of Public Works would like to review the plans is recommended.  
 
 This motion was seconded by Supervisors Depo and Tyler and passed on a vote of 8 
in favor, 1 absent and none opposed. 
 
REYNOLDS: And finally, requesting from Essex County to apply for and accept a New York State 
Department of State grant, not to exceed $500,000.00 through the Consolidated Funding 
Application process.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES TO APPLY FOR AND ACCEPT A 
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NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF STATE GRANT IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $500,000.00. 
This was offered by Mr. Tyler, and seconded by Mr. Depo.  
 
MERRIHEW: Moved by Mr. Tyler, seconded by Mr. Depo, questions or comments on the grant?  
 
MIGA: Do we know the components of the grant submission?  
 
REYNOLDS: We do. There’s a few towns, various projects within the grant, such as Westport has a 
beach study, Chesterfield has a museum and there’s a couple of others involved. I can get you the 
information if you would like it in more detail?  
 
MIGA: No, that’s fine. No, I just wanted something broad thinking.  
 
REYNOLDS: Okay 
 
MERRIHEW: Further questions or comments? Being none, all those in favor? Opposed? Motion 
carries.  
Anything further?  
 
REYNOLDS: There’s nothing further, unless you have questions?  
 
MERRIHEW: Anything for our Director? Being none, thank you very much.  
While we’re waiting on Mr. Wolff, just to give you a little background, we do have three other 
presentations this morning. We will have Ms. Margaret Gibbs today with a brief report on the Lakes 
to Locks program and then following that we’ll have Mr. Jamie Rodgers and Amanda LaVigne with a 
presentation on the PACE financing program.  
I think we are close?  
 
WOLFF: Good morning, Dave Wolff, Adirondack Action Network, it’s a non-partisan group. We 
develop projects to meet the unmet needs in rural communities in the Adirondacks. One of our key 
focus items is broadband. I am the head of the Broadband Committee and our goal is universal 
access to high-speed broadband throughout the Park.  
My background; I was born and raised in Saranac Lake, I spent 31 years at IBM. I retired back to 
Saranac Lake. My last 15 years at IBM were spent in IBM consulting. I could be anywhere in the 
world as long as I had access to broadband and to an airport. The economic benefits are 
immeasurable.   
Before I start I would like to thank Russ Kinyon, Economic Development Director for Franklin County 
and Barb Rice for her help putting this presentation together and to get the word out to their peers 
throughout the Park, because they are the reason why I am here today.  
I would start with a little bit of background, to make sure that we’re all on the same page. Something 
called a New New York State Broadband Program and it was announced in 2015, the Governor put 
a half a billion dollars on the table. The goal is have universal access to high speed, which is defined 
as 100 megabits or higher by the end of 2018, with rare exception, some of the rural areas in the 
North Country, might be that exception, just a side note for you,  today many people get 6 or less, 3x 
that, roughly, 18 megabits would take you a ½ an hour to download a high definition movie, 100 
megabits is really good.  
This is the results from Phase Two; you can see Essex County. I will show you a specific chart on 
the next page. Here are the five towns in Essex County that have money through providers in Phase 
Two. All the counties in the North Country, say Franklin did something with Phase One and Two, the 
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reason I am here today is Phase Three. There’s $234 million left in the project/program fund, there’s 
an additional $170 million from the Feds. I’ll explain why in a minute. So, you’ve got suddenly over 
$400 million on the table that’s going to be divided out. The deadline for applications in August 15th. 
We’ve got one month; okay? And what I want to make sure the North Country, Essex County in 
particular, gets more than their fair share. This is going to basically be the last shot.  
Specifically, these are the five towns. What’s interesting about this chart is the money is awarded to 
providers, so the Slics of the world, the Westelcoms of the world, the Spectrums have to submit the 
bid and the bid says I’m going to go connect the following 100 households in the Town of Lewis, for 
example and the cost per household is going to be $2,000.00 and what the State will do is they’ll 
look at all the providers that are bidding on that particular set of households and whoever is the 
lowest bid, called a reverse auction, gets the award. But, you notice some of the prices could be 
high, they run as high as $7,000.00. It’s expensive to get to people, some of you will well 
understand. But, the other piece of background, to make sure we’re all on the same page, the 
technology, you’re talking 100 megabits, basically three years of work. What’s called future proof, is 
you get fiber, if you get fiber to the house that puts you on there. If you can’t then the next best is 
coaxial cable and the third would be what is called fixed wireless, like about wireless on steroids. 
The problem is, Essex County you don’t have a lot of flat land and wireless doesn’t go through 
mountains well. I live 2 miles, 2 ½ miles from Pisgah in Saranac Lake and I have no wireless 
coverage through the mountains and a lot of people are the same throughout these areas.  
This is, if you can see it, everything in color, this is showing the North Country and it’s pulled from 
information on the website with the New York State Broadband Program Office, the good news, the 
important news is the data out there has just been updated in June, so it’s now current. So, if you’re 
hearing from a provider that they want to wait until the data is current, the data is now current. They 
should get engaged with you all. Everything in color, they’re basically showing census blocks. There 
are four different colored census blocks for Phase 3 funding, each color is a different eligible block. 
The sort of orange, which is called unserved, it means that you have people in a census, that all the 
people or some of the people with access to less than 25 megabits. The blue and there’s not a lot of 
blue, there’s actually a little bit and I’ll show you in a map shortly, Essex County is a little bit here, 
means that you’ve got somebody that is between 25-100 megabits. The purple and this is the first 
time that these areas are available for funding. They’re not eligible for Phases One and Two and is 
one of the reasons why Franklin County have areas that didn’t get any funding in the first round. 
That is funding, there was monies given to Verizon to upgrade their existing cable infrastructure, 
they choice to walk in five states, including the State of New York. Luckily our congressional 
delegation and governor’s office working with the FCC convinced them to leave the money in the 
State and then most recently they approved putting that money in with the other broadband money. 
So, that is why it’s $411, there is a lot of money on the table. The last one, green is, means 
someone in that territory has 100 megabits, but nobody knows how many people have, so it’s up to 
the provider to find out how many would be eligible. Unluckily, you all in Essex you have a chunk, 
but that’s not an area of great potential.  
So, here we are, Phase One and Two on the left, if you notice the $234,000,000. the good news is 
the North Country got 14.2% of the money in the first two phases. The concern I want to point out is 
if you divide the 373,000 households into the $234,000,000 you come up with $628.00 per 
household, and if you look at the prior page it’s $2,000.00 to $6,000.00, they’re going to run out of 
money. They’re not going to have enough money at the end of Phase Three to connect everybody. 
We wanted to make sure that as many households in the North Country get connected while we 
can.  
Coming over to the right hand side, Essex County, if you look at, there’s 62 counties in the State and 
in unserved, Essex County is number six in terms of eligible unserved households, you are number 
6th in underserved, you are 15th in CAF, you are 10th in ASA, you are 14th overall. The good news 
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is you have a lot of potential, the bad news is you have a lot of potential.  
What Russ has done and what’s available, he’s taken the match from the New York State 
Broadband program office, he brought it through a special program that Franklin County has and 
instead of having this one color for a given eligible unit, in this case look at purple, it is shaded. It is 
shaded through the number of households that are eligible. So, the lighter the shade the fewer the 
households. So, this is a little better information. It tells a little more about where your problem is. 
Where there is a dark color, that’s where the problem is, but it doesn’t show you quite enough. If you 
take it down one level and this is where you cut it and that’s sort of the center and I’ll put Lewis is the 
middle there, you can actually superimpose, it’s a little hard to see here, those numbers right there, 
is 21, so there’s 21 eligible households in that census block; okay? This is useful for you all to 
hopefully get your focus on where your problem is in your town. It’s not useful to the provider, they 
need to actual have much more detailed information.  
But, what we’re advocating is you to sit down with providers, work with them and see what you can 
do to help them maximum bids in your town. It’s really meant for you. It also highlights some of the 
issues you’ve got, down in here, 1, 2, what have you, the reverse option says you need 250 
households or more for a provider. So, the provider would have to come in here and say I am going 
to connect 250 or more of these households. The more dispersed it is the more costly it’s going to 
be. I have to go between clusters. So, you want to have people clustered together. The other 
problem is that CAF for the new stuff, the amount there is 5,000 unless you have some type of 
extension and the answer is 5,000 would basically do the whole North Country. So, what we’re 
asking the providers to come in and look at the CAF territories. The good news on CAF and why it’s 
so good, is if you get the money to do a territory that’s a CAF you get duplicate monies from the 
Feds. So, it’s worth two for one.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I have been dealing with Time Warner and now Spectrum since they have taken 
over. Expanding services in the Town of Moriah and first and foremost and I get this question a lot 
from my constituents, these bids aren’t awarded to individual towns; okay? They are awarded to the 
service provider. The town can’t even do an application.  
 
WOLFF: Correct 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: It has to be through the, in my case it would have to be through Spectrum. So, I 
think that needs to be made clear, so that our constituents understand that we’re not sitting back not 
doing anything. The difficulty that we have with respect to that is they flatly don’t want to come to the 
table. Crown Point, CP Tel, they’ve done a lot of expansion with broadband and so on.  
 
WOLF: You’re actually a good lead in, because Spectrum, where’s two pieces to this puzzle and I’ve 
given you one piece. Spectrum is the second piece.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: They were just fined by the Public Service Commission that they didn’t meet their 
quota for when they allow… 
 
WOLFF: Give me one more slide, I am going to address that.  
The point is, what I am trying to do here is, here is the providers, the people that have or are in 
Essex County and/or have got monies in Phase One and Two and will be in Essex County. So, the 
bottom line is, you’re right, first of all it’s these guys that bid. The Towns, Counties, people can’t. So, 
you have to work with these guys and the recommendation is, at your town, bring in whoever you 
can and of course the bottom line is what can we do to help motivate you to, A) bid, what can you do 
for a permit standpoint, small guys, they have capital needs, is there anything you can do from a, 
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we’ve looking at Franklin County PILOTS, loans, how do you help the provider maximum their bid to 
connect as many households in your town/rural county. That is the recommendation that we have. 
Do they pushback? A few times I’ve heard, I’m already too busy, I can’t get anymore, if you gave me 
the money I couldn’t make to deadline in 2018. I was just talking to Ana Rua in the Broadband 
Programming Office and she said, please make sure that everybody understands, put your hand up, 
get in the mix, it’s 2018, but there’s an official extension to 2019, already, if you ask for it and if you 
have a reasonable reason, I can’t get the fiber, I’ve got some labor issues, whatever, if you’re trying 
to make the deadline and you can’t, come back for an extension. We want to work with you. We 
want to make this happen. So, if the provider’s saying, I can’t, I’m already too busy, please pushback 
and say, please come in and bid, get in the game and let’s work with the Broadband Program Office 
to give you the time you need to actually make it happen; okay?  
Number one, number two is Frontier in particular has been saying I’m not going to bid until I get 
current information and I would like to say the information on the website is now current. The 
problem is that the data that was out there, the providers could all look at the data and then raise 
their hand and say wait a minute, you’ve got some eligible unit census block that really aren’t 
eligible. I’m already covering them. That whole setup of feedback has happened, the data has been 
updated, so the providers, the data is current, use it; okay?  
This is everybody, but Spectrum; okay?   
Any questions so far? And I will talk of Spectrum next.  
 
MONTY: You’re going to talk about Spectrum, next?  
 
WOLFF: Oh yeah.  
 
MONTY: Okay, that will answer my questions.  
 
WOLFF: Yes, the elephant in the room.  
Okay, I am going to use my hometown. This is Harrietstown. This happens to be something I know 
well and in particular. Okay, so Franklin County and this is Harrietstown and if you come down, right 
in here, this is where I live, Saranac Lake is right there, it’s about 2 ½ miles, ½ down my road are 
those little clusters that you see, the only people that can possibly connect those people, those 
clusters, is Spectrum, nobody else can touch them; okay? So, how do we get them motivated? And 
when you look at these detailed maps, you can see that you’ve got clusters everywhere. If you’ve 
got a Spectrum franchise, that’s the last slide I’ll show you. So, anybody in the sort of colored, North 
Elba, St. Armand, down to Ticonderoga, you have Spectrum franchise. Spectrum is part of the 
agreement with PCS in January in 2016 to merge, they agreed to add 145,000 additional 
households within their franchise areas to their networks, they have four years to do that. Do the 
math and I think it’s 35,000 and change per year, they just got fined, because one year has passed 
and they didn’t make it. They got fined a big number; $13 million. Also, as part of that agreement in 
2016 they agreed to upgrade everybody in their current network to 100 mega by the end of 2018 
and they actually and 300 mega by the end of 2019; huge. If you’re a Spectrum user today, you 
actually may have seen some publications saying you have access to 300 today. That’s over 2 
million customers, that’s the good news, if you’re connected today within the network, you’re going to 
get 100 or more. But, they are like the little guys, they are flat out. They are working their buns off 
and are honestly not able to even do what they have already committed to doing. So, the chances of 
them going to Phase Three and asking for money to connect to those little clusters, in my estimation 
is about zero. That’s the bad news, the flip side is, as I said, focus where you can, focus with the 
providers we can to get to everybody else. At the end of Phase Three, my bet is we’re not to make 
the Governor’s goal, you’re not going to connect 100%. That last 1% is going to be still open and 
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now we have to go to the Legislature; okay? Where our friends like Dan Stec, Betty Little, what have 
you, say, hey this is economically too important to us. We need more monies and we need an 
extension in time. Then we have a chance to come back and get Spectrum’s attention, I hope. But 
the answers right now, I don’t see it.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’ve dealt with Spectrum, Time Warner for years. We won’t renew our franchise 
agreement with them. I have written promises from Time Warner that they were going to do an 
expansion with these areas and then Spectrum came into the picture and they went by the wayside, 
but in my opinion, I spoke with Betty Little millions of times and I mean the problem is this Public 
Service Commission, because this $13 million is a lot less than what it would have cost them to do 
the 150,000 connections. Well, anyway they have a monopoly here, there is very little that the 
government or people can do to get those services to these areas, to that last mile. That needs to 
be changed in regards to the legislation.  
 
WOLFF: You’re right, I haven’t talked with Gregg Sayre, the Chairman of PSC recently, 
Unfortunately, they have amazingly little clough. So, I can tell you is there’s good news, there’s lots 
of money out there and there are providers that can help you out. They’ll maximize, work with them, 
get as much, as many of your households connected as possible. The Spectrum we have to do, I’ll 
call it the next phase and the good news is the Governors’ on the record for saying he’s going to 
have 100% and the answer is, at the end of Phase Three he’s not. So, he’s at risk and therefore, 
hopefully, he’s amicable to saying, how do we solve the problem and the biggest part of that 
problem is going to be the cluster in Spectrum. The other side of the good news is, my 
understanding, is that Spectrum is supposed to be pricing in New York State at a statewide level. 
The position could be risky if you’re the only game in town. The good news, down in New York City 
they have to price competitively, so supposedly the prices they do in New York are supposed to be 
for the State. But I know 60 megabits was going to be $60.00 and I believe it is even more now for 
even less. So, pricing wise, hopefully we’ll be okay. The problem is how do we connect to these 
people in the clusters going forward.  
 
MONTY: You have a 145,000, that’s statewide, though, right?  
 
WOLFF: Yup 
 
MONTY: And how many units does Charter have statewide? So, 145,000 isn’t a lot and yet they 
won’t release where they’re working either.  
 
WOLF: What I heard from Gregg is there’s an agreement that’s going for public comment now, 
where Spectrum is still fighting back, they will not release the individual 145,000 addresses, 
because they say its competitor and I say phooey. You know, no one else is going to go there. What 
they’re going to do is produce a website, a portal, where you can put your address in and check if 
you’re in 125,000, the bad news is that won’t happen by August 15th.  
 
MONTY: That’s the thing you’ve got 30 days to do that. And I know we can’t FOIL.  
 
WOLF: You can 
 
MONTY: Well, not Spectrum, but we can FOIL broadband.  
 
WOLFF: You can FOIL PCS, I believe it is. Would you like a copy of one to send and submit?  
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MONTY: I would love one, because in speaking with Mr. Vandercamp at Frontier, he said he isn’t 
going to come in until he knows where, the area that he can come into and there they are.  
 
WOLFF: Theatrically, the maps on the State, the State has the data; okay? That’s the good news 
and theatrically those 145,000 address are already included, i.e., they’re not eligible.  
The bad news is Spectrum could change tomorrow, oops, I can’t go to Lewis, I can go someplace 
else. So, getting the data may or may not be very helpful, but it would be nice to have it and let’s 
keep pushing, keep trying, but my recommendation is you’re going to have a better chance with the 
other providers and really push them hard. I mean now’s your chance.  
 
MONTY: So, the bottom line is, pushing those providers, because I have been on the phone with 
them quite bit, the local ones that work with us and they keep telling me no, so basically I just might 
was well pound my head on this wall, realistically. I mean I can keep asking, but what do we do?  
 
WOLFF: I’m not sure this would be helpful, all I can say is that Franklin County is doing this, 
basically in Franklin you don’t have as many, you’ve got, in terms of providers? Slic and Mohawk, 
some Frontier and Spectrum, because of the mountains, Slic is the only game in town in the 
southern part of the county and Mohawk is a good option there, they are a fixed wireless; which is 
okay when it’s flat and the County has asked them to come in and spot them at the county level. So, 
have these guys come in in-front of you might get more attention. It’s all I can suggest, individual 
towns may or may not be as successful.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Again, on my representative, but they said a big part of the reason why they can’t 
make the connection and so on is because the process is so cumbersome to them to get the 
needed permits and so on and the wires, poles, and I can see that. That is a difficult task.  
 
WOLFF: This is one way that the PCS can help.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Exactly 
 
WOLFF: They can help, it’s called pole attachments. It turns out it’s about 30 to 40 percent of the 
time and the cost and basically what you have to, I am sure you’re all familiar with it, is the National 
Grid’s, Verizons, who owns the pole, you have to go ask may I attached to your pole. You have to go 
out and say, okay it’s going to cost you X and then you have to pay the money and you have to go 
and do it and each of, it’s 105 of days or something from start to finish and its well past that now, 
because Spectrum has 35,000 requests in, so you got these guys, the National Grids and NYSEGs 
of the world, just flat out. The good news is they’re starting to subcontract and like I said if you have 
issues there, talk with PSC, that’s one place they can help.  
 
KINYON: So, what we’ve done as a county in our approach is we’ve invited providers to actually 
come and give us a presentation and give us an update on what their thoughts are and what their 
issues are from their perspective and I think it would behoove you to hear directly from them, 
because they can really explain to you directly and more precisely what, these are the specific 
challenges. The four challenges that we basically are hearing from them is, 1) these smaller 
companies have serious capital issues. I mean for them to do four or five of these applications, they 
have to confirm to the State that they have the millions and millions of dollars that it takes to do build 
outs, even though they’re going to get that back they still have to have the capital to spend in the 
beginning and each one of these privates is costing around $1.5 to $2 million per project. So, for a 
small company like Slic to have that kind of capital, what are they going to be borrowing against, you 
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know the value of the fiber? So, they have challenges with collateral and those kinds of things. So, 
that’s one issue, the second issue is the tax situation. What we’re hearing from them is that they’re 
taxed a little bit differently than the cable companies are and basically, the basis is they take the total 
cost of installation, minus depreciation and that’s how they’re taxed. So, if they spend millions of 
dollars building out this network that’s what they’re taxed on. So, they’re looking at about $400 per 
year, per mile for their plant, their grid. So, they have asked us to kind of, well actually we proposed 
to them that we would be interested in looking at some sort of a tax, sort of arrangement situation for 
areas that would be difficult to reach without that. So, we’re not going to give them the tax break on 
what they normally have, but if we have some low density areas that are going to be difficult to reach 
otherwise, we might be willing to look at some relief there to incentivize that.  
 
WILSON: Correct me if I’m wrong, I thought in my conversation with Slic Network and with Jeff 
Morehouse that the providers get a 10 year subsidy after the initial construction and that part of that 
was designed to cover the taxes?  
 
KINYON: That’s in Connect America 
 
WOLFF: That’s just in the Connect American. The way that works is the State monies the normal 
way and then you get a monthly check for 10 years from the Feds for the, eventually same amount 
of money.  
 
WILSON: So, to address the problem that you’re talking about, Connect American funds areas that 
might be addressed somewhat, because they’re getting a ten year subsidy on top of it.  
 
WOLFF: Push hard on CAF, I mean that is your best bet.  
 
KINYON: But, we just asked them to come back to us and propose areas and say to us these are 
areas. Here’s the numbers, here’s why it’s difficult for us to reach these without some capital. You 
know there’s only 10 households per mile here, if we didn’t take the taxes off and help us to take 
three households out of that. So, that’s one way that we looked at that and addressed that.  
The other thing that they’ve asked us to do is to encourage the State PSC to look at the writing 
process that we were just discussing. How it is for them to go through the process, how it is for them 
to get on the poles, how long it takes, to look at the numbers that they’re getting from National Grid 
and other utilities to see if those numbers are fair and those kinds of things. So, that’s one thing that 
they’ve asked to do. So, I have asked them to give us some talking points that we can then use to 
put out some letters to our representatives to help them take a look at that. So, those are some 
things that we are trying to do as a county that seem to be helpful so far.  
 
WOLFF: Thank you  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: On the tax that they pay, it’s that all set by, under the special franchise tax? So, that 
formula for expansion of services is different than what’s in place already for them?  
 
KINYON: They’re saying that’s it different from what the cable companies, the rate and how they’re 
getting taxed.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay, you’re saying it’s smaller than operating the broadband?  
 
KINYON: Right, correct.  
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SCOZZAFAVA: And that’s not regulated by the State or is it?  
 
KINYON: It isn’t, the assessments are set by the State and the counties typically abide by those 
assessments, but I think that they feel that those should be looked at.  
 
WOLF: I mean the bad news is you would lose revenue if you did something like that. The good 
news is you would connect more people and in the long term you would have a bigger network.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: You won’t lose revenue for something that’s not there.  
 
WOLFF: Exactly 
Thank you much and thank you for your patience.  
 
GILLILLAND: I mean I am probably well-known on this Board for being brutally honest about this 
particular issue, because the issue really gets my blood pressure up and so long before this initiative 
came I have been trying to get high speed internet in my town. I’ve got the feeling, I see this as, I am 
watching a natural disaster in slow motion. You know we were all there when this whole thing rolled 
out and then it went in the dark and then it went to providers and municipalities and local 
governments were not included and then when the data was placed out on the internet it was all 
wrong and was pointed out. Now we come along and we’re at the tail end of this project that is 
supposed to have 100% by the end of 2019 and all of a sudden we have to go out reaching for 
providers up here in the North Country and everybody knows that they are flat out. I don’t think this, 
Ron have you had anything roll out in North Hudson yet by Slic?  
 
MOORE: I was going to lay off this until later.  
 
GILLILLAND: From the experience that I have had, so far, you know there has not been one 
electron shot down any lines and we’re at the tail end and being encouraged to go out and find 
providers that are already tapped out. I guess I am not optimistic at all at this point that this is going 
to work.  
 
WOLFF: I share your frustration. I am just trying to tell you what I have, I hold monthly calls with folks 
in the North Country and the State and Feds and just try and pass long what I’ve found. Is it the best 
possible way to get a design, roll-out? No, but you know it’s where we are at. I am just trying to say 
we’ve got one last chance and when all is said and done, the North Country is still going to have 
people missing. There is no question.  
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you again Dave. It’s just great information and I would also like to thank Russ 
for taking the time and Barbara for taking the time.  
 
WOLFF: Deb 
 
MERRIHEW: Deb, I am so sorry. No, further questions? Mr. Monty and I will probably be in touch 
with Spectrum and other providers and invite them to present.  
 
MONTY: Maybe we could invite Ms. Rua. I think we would have to do it through Mr. Wolff, because 
she doesn’t like to return calls and I hope that’s on public record.  
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MERRIHEW: Thank you all again.  
Moving through the next portion of the agenda I would like to offer the floor to Ms. Margaret Gibbs 
from the Lakes to Locks Program. She has I believe, handed out information to the supervisors.  
 
GIBBS: Good morning everyone, I wanted to come today just to update some of the projects that 
Lakes to Locks Passage has been doing in Essex County. I’ll focus on four in particular and the first 
one is this Waterways of War; which is a project that involves several different aspects and one of 
them was creating this book.  
Another thing that we’re, we have a two day tour that’s web based on our website where you can 
actually travel from Plattsburgh to Saratoga and you can learn about this, you know about the British 
General Burgoyne's tour, him coming down from beginning in Plattsburgh, well he started in 
Canada, but we start in Plattsburgh and if you, I believe it’s page 55, it actually has the web link, if 
you want to go online and learn more about that tour. It’s passageport.org and we also are, we’re, 
the tour follows the lake shore. So, it goes to AuSable Chasm, Willsboro, Westport, Moriah, Crown 
Point and Ticonderoga and it’s a two day tour, so people are encouraged to spend the night in 
Ticonderoga and then continue on the second day to Saratoga. At the same time we’re also doing 
kiosks that tell part of the story or signs that tell part of the story in the communities that follow the 
tour. So, this book is the third in a series. We had two other Waterway of the World guidebooks. 
One was on the French and Indian War and the other was on the War of 1812. So, all together this 
is the third in the series that completes the story.  
The other thing that was handed out were these brochures and we just updated the brochure for the 
Lake Champlain Region and we also published it in French. So, this is the first time that we have the 
brochure available in French for visitors from Canada and so these, we also at the same time 
updated the Champlain Canal Region or Lake George Region brochures and also printed those in 
French. There’s a website in French that translates exhibits that are at the North Star Underground 
Railroad Museum in Chesterfield and at the Willsboro Visitor’s Center. So, people can have a 
mobile device and they’re looking at those exhibits in those two places, they can read the exhibits in 
French. So, those are part of our most recent projects. 
We’ve also now made available on our website, the Lake Champlain Blueway Trail; which I think I’ve 
spoke of probably in the past and it’s really a water path for canoers or kayakers or other types of 
boaters where they can follow the shore and they can learn about different points of interest as they 
go so they can learn about cultural, historical, recreational, nature and they can also learn about 
things like the nearby museums or the food, lodging and shopping in different communities as they 
travel the lakeshore. I believe in Essex County we have five or six of these segments that people 
can travel and one that we worked in this winter was actually connected with Crab Island and took 
that particular segment and put a lot more into talking into what was available. We added audio to 
the website. A lot more images and our goal is that we would try to do that with the other segments 
too, the ones that we have here in Essex County. This project was sponsored by the Town of Crown 
Point, so I wanted to make a point of thanking Charlie for being behind this project as we moved 
along with it.  
A third project that I know I’ve reported on before is our Heritage Center Program and the Heritage 
Centers. We have nine in Essex County. They’re museums and visitor’s centers that we try and 
assist in different ways. Right now we’re focused on doing trainings, helping people with the 
programs, exhibits. We have just completed, it’s not on the website yet, but it should be soon, a 
toolkit that would help these organizations find volunteers and train volunteers and we hope to have 
that available very soon, as most of you know, most of these organization rely heavily on volunteers 
and it makes a huge difference on keeping these places open. 
We recently, the trainings that we did last fall and this spring for the heritage centers are also open 
to other non-profits or other libraries or cultural organizations. The trainings that we give are usually 
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based on what they have been asking for, so in the fall, all three of these were held in Ticonderoga, 
because we did find that we have quite a few people that like being in Ticonderoga. So, we did one 
on, called writing the grant and it was helping organizations learn how to do grant writing. A second 
one that we did this spring was on planning and designing and that was very well received for not 
just the museums, but places like the libraries and the visitor’s centers also work on putting on 
exhibits and then the one, the most recent one that we did was called fundraising is fun, not easy, 
but fun and that was one that, again, was to look at other types of funding sources for these small 
groups. In the fall we’ll do a couple of thematic roundtables were we bring groups together, usually 
focused on a central theme. We just recently, the last one that we did was looking at social reform 
movements of the 19th century and included in that are things like suffrage and that was, we had a 
good group of organizations that wanted to be focused on that right now.  
And then the last project that I wanted to report on for today is we’re working on another web based 
tour that will be audio tour that tells the story of the Iron Industry in Moriah and Crown Point and how 
it connects to the manufactures. We had the extraction of iron up here and then a lot of the 
manufacture was happening in Troy and in Albany. so, right now we’re nearly finished with the 
Crown Point/Moriah part of the trip and it will be a tour, so it will again link the stories of the Iron 
Industry to places in the landscape where people can go and learn more or again, sent them to the 
museums, like the Iron Center in Moriah or the Penfield Museum in Crown Point.  
So, those are the main things that I wanted to mention today just to bring you up to date on some of 
what we’ve been working on.  
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you very much Margaret. Are there any questions or comments? If not thank 
you again. It’s always nice to have you back in chambers.  
 
GIBBS: It’s nice to be here, thank you Noel.   
 
MERRIHEW: Okay, next on the agenda we will have a brief presentation on the PACE Program that 
we have available. There was, just for information, no report for the Historian or Cooperative 
Extension this morning.  
You may come forward, right now. I would like to introduce, Mr. Jamie Rodgers and Amanda 
LaVigne.  
 
PERRY: Jennifer Perry.  
 
RODGERS: Good Morning, my name is Jamie Rodgers and I’m here with my partner in crime, Jen 
Perry. We both work for the Adirondack North Country Association; which is a not-for-profit 
organization located in Saranac Lake. We serve the seven, actually we serve fourteen counties. The 
programs Jen and I work in, we serve the seven north counties. ANCA focus is on local economies, 
agriculture, artisan development, and energy efficiency program. Jen and I work in the energy 
efficiency program specifically I work in the clean energy communities, where some of you may 
know about it, some of you may not. I have hand out material for you to further educate you and you 
speak with some of the supervisors as well. I know we’re working in Westport, Crown Point, North 
Elba. Jen works in the energy circuit writer program and she works specifically, again, with 
municipalities on energy efficiency projects that don’t fall in the CEC Program.  
What I am here today to speak about is an alternative financial method that reduces the barriers to 
project financing for energy upgrades. It’s called PACE and I’m going to give you a really brief five 
minute overview of it. We can talk about it at the end, but I’m going to give you really the 10,000 foot 
level. PACE stands for Property Assessment Clean Energy. It’s a nationwide program and basically, 
it’s a nationwide program, currently it is one of the most used, non-traditional funding sources across 
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the United States. It’s also offered in New York State municipalities and it’s only for those 
municipalities that can make property taxes whole. So, it’s cities and counties and in order to be 
eligible to participate in the PACE program the county will need to have a Bond rating of A or higher 
and it speaks very highly of Essex County, you’re in that category, congratulations.  
The PACE Program for Essex County would work in commercial and not for profit sections only. The 
residential portion is out. So, that’s what PACE is about. 
So, why adopt PACE? Well, let’s look at some of the barriers to the commercial and not for profits 
organizations. What are they? We all face them regularly in our municipalities, up-front costs, out of 
pocket expenses, credit requirements and loan terms and what PACE provides is an opportunity to 
complete an energy efficiency project with no up-front costs. It funds 100% of the capital project with 
low interest rates and flexible terms and some of these terms could go out to 20 years. It also 
provides project support and guidance, it reduces the cash flow or for this experience it will be a 
positive cash flow to the commercial and not for profit organization and the debt remains with the 
property. So, I have given you the overview, so let’s look back at how the administration at PACE, 
because I can see what some of you may be thinking, okay; do I really want to get into this?  
So, PACE is overseen by a project called EIC, it’s the Energy Improvement Corporation. It too is a 
non-for-profit. It’s a local development corporation and it does the heavy lifting in these projects and 
it has its own Board of Directors, but it’s a municipal, all of its members are municipal members. So, 
again it supports project implementation, reviews the project costs and benefits and secures the 
funding. So, obviously these benefits have to provide a benefit to the small commercial and not-for-
profit.  
So, what does Essex County have to do to participate? And again, we, ANCA, Jen and I will be 
happy to help you, but you need three simple things, request a membership through a letter to the 
EIC Board. the next one is pass a local law establishing the program within municipal boundaries 
and I put that in a packet here for you to review and the other one is sign a municipal agreement that 
codifies the tax requirements to be transferred to the EIC Trustees and again I have that sample 
legislation in the handouts for you today.  
So, again the key points that I want to briefly talk about, or have spoken about. The program 
services commercial and not-for-profits. Its memberships, that would be to you, Essex County, 
includes no fees to join and no dues. The County can limit the amount of the product funding to 
reduce the risk and I think this should be very important to you as you move forward and understand 
this. So, if you want to say, okay, we’re only going to do $2 million worth of projects in our municipal 
boundaries. After somebody comes to you and says, I want to participate in the PACE program this 
year and you’ve reached that $2 million, that’s it this year and that reduces your risk.  
Again, EIC will do the project implementation, put that whole packet together to make sure it’s a 
viable project for you. The only thing that the County is responsible for is the tax bill and there is also 
a fund in there that reduces your risk, that can offset in case something happens with one of these 
projects and I can tell you from working, I serve on the IDA Board and I serve on a couple not-for-
profit organizations in this County and it’s a good fit with IDAs. It’s also a good fit for some of the not-
for-profits that need energy upgrades as well. I can think back a few years ago in Westport, we 
worked in one of the medical organizations down there that needed a new boiler. There was no 
program for them. This is a perfect opportunity for these organizations to take advantage of that.  
So, I would encourage the committee, if you’re interested in the next steps, is that I would be happy 
to introduce Mark Thielking, he’s the Executive Director of EIC and it’s his job to go around and 
educate you more on the ground floor level.  
So, in closing I have handouts on the PACE Program, I have handouts on the CEC Program, I have 
the draft resolutions in there, as well and I also have my business card in there as well. So, Jen and 
I are happy to answer any questions that you may have, if you want to carry on that discussion now 
or later, by all means, please let me know.  
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MERRIHEW: Thank you very much Jamie. Are there any questions or comments at the present 
time? So, he has given you the information, that information will be available to all Supervisors, but 
always ANCA is available for that resource, if any of your municipalities so desires.  
 
RODGERS: And I really sincerely encourage you to move forward with this. This really is a no 
brainer. There’s not a lot of heavy lifting on the County part. It’s a great program.  
 
MERRIHEW: No further questions? Thank you very much.  
 
RODGERS: Thank you 
 
MERRIHEW: As a follow up to this I would like to invite to the floor, Mr. Greg Cunningham. He is my 
representative, at least, through the Town of Elizabethtown, part of the Solarized Eastern Essex 
County and that’s why we felt it was sort of a tie in to the ability for our non-profits, for our 
municipalities to possibly leverage that with those same programs.  
 
CUNNINGHAM: Thank you Noel. I’m with an organization called ADK Community Works, we’re a for 
profit group that works on economic development in Essex County. We do affordable housing. We 
work with municipal governments in trying to help them alleviate some of their municipal issues. So, 
in the case of Noel, we got to know Noel very well, because we have been working with him in 
wastewater treatment system porject and how to get the funding necessary for that and some other 
issues that we’ve worked with.  
About seven months ago we started talking to NYSERDA about a solarized program for Essex 
County and we developed a relationship with NYSERDA and with the Town of Elizabethtown and 
with ANCA to bring forward a solarized program and we started on Earth Day here in Elizabethtown 
and amazingly, we’ve had higher results than other place in the State of New York. Two reasons for 
that, one we did an exhaustive RFP program to get the lowest price solar available for everybody in 
the State. We were able to accomplish that through a company called Solar Liberty. The bid it along 
with a dozen other companies and so were presently offering in Essex County, the lowest cost 
solarized program for any residential or commercial client in New York State and so the results 
speak for themselves. We are signing about 80% of the people that come to our forum. I am going 
to hand out a brochure that gives a schedule of the forms we have in future and the ones we’ve 
done and we’re excited about the potential on two reasons. One of the things we see at ADK 
Community Works is a lot of people struggling to maintain homeownership and energy is a big 
problem for them and this will significantly reduce their cost of energy and it may be the difference 
between whether or not they own their home in years to come. So, we think that’s a critical element 
and the second thing is obviously, as the center of the Adirondacks, we believe Essex County 
should lead the way in promoting green energy throughout New York State.  
I’ll leave you with this. We’ve been travelling with the folks from Solar Liberty, meeting with different 
clients throughout the County. We’ve done some commercial clients and not-for-profit clients and 
the single biggest issue is to whether or not they were going to consider solar, the economics 
worked for them, so when they looked at it and say look this is the reality, you’ve going to save a 
significant portion of your electrical cost, even while you’re paying for the debt service to obtain that, 
the single biggest barrier was the inability for them to finance or to do through the process to finance 
in order to get to the end; which was to obviously have solar on their buildings. So, in the case, 
we’ve done some analysis for some of these companies and it results in reduction of their costs, 
between $1,000.00 and $2,000.00 a month in their electrical power while they’re still paying the debt 
and many companies have said to us, it’s the difference between whether they’re going to be here 
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or not next year. So, this PACE program is really the key element to making sure that a lot of these 
small businesses that are struggling throughout the County are here next year or the year after.  
And I’ll leave you with this, there isn’t a better time in light of our present political climate for people 
to consider solar both on the residential basis, on a commercial basis or on a not-for-profit basis, 
because the incentives that exist today, most likely, most of them will be gone by 2020, thank you.  
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you Greg.  
 
 
 

***************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was the Essex County Historian with Aurora McCaffery having 
been previously excused.  

 
**************************** 

 
 The next item on the agenda was Cornell Cooperative Extension with Rick LeVitre having 
been previously excused.  
 

*************************** 
 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism (ROOST) with 
Kim Reilly reporting as follows: 
 
MERRIHEW: Next we have from ROOST, Ms. Kim Reilly we address the Body this afternoon.  
 
REILLY: Thank you and good afternoon everyone. I can see why you all deserve these new chairs 
you’ve got, because of your long days here.  
I just wanted to bring to your attention a couple of digital resources that have recently been re-
launched.  
One is Adirondacksusa.com; which was launched as a 360° virtual expedition of the Adirondacks 
taken a couple of years ago, but we’ve just re-launched it. It’s the umbrella site for all of the regions 
that we, the sub-Adirondack regions that we represent and now it features stories and news that link 
down as well to the sub-regions. So, that content can be found online and help to serve to support 
search engine optimization for our sub-region sites, so LakeChamplainRegion.com, 
LakePlacid.com, Whitefaceregion.com, SchroonLakeRegion.com, like all the websites are ever 
evolving and so we’re adding to it, but it just re-launched, sort of a soft re-launch of that site now. It 
still includes the virtual expedition that people can click through, so 360° views of the Adirondacks 
from the top of Marcy to inside of the bookstore throughout the region. So, check that sight out if you 
haven’t, it’s evolving and new.  
Another resource that lives, actually within the context of the Adirondackusa.com site, seamlessly, is 
the Adkalert.com site that we originally launched just in advance of Columbus Day last year, 
because that’s the busiest hiking weekend of the year, according to experts, to sort of address the 
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need of getting information out and about, what’s happening and the closures of the parking lot of 
the Adirondack Loj for instance.  
I’ve been working with my communications colleagues at the Adirondack Mountain Club, the 
Adirondack Regional Council and the DEC to make sure that that one page resource does have the 
most updated information from them and the real goal is to ensure that travelers to our region are 
armed with the information that they need to be champions of and responsible use of the back 
county. The page includes downloads that are important that I hope lodging properties will go on this 
side and download the alternate hikes to the 46 High Peaks, that’s the big one of course, leave no 
trace principles. These can be handed out to travelers once they’re in region, as well as they can 
find it as a resource when they’re making their travel plans. Like other websites, it’s ever evolving, 
but we update that on a daily basis. I get the phone call on Saturday morning that the parking lot’s 
closed at the High Peaks Information Center and it’s updated immediately. So, I hope that you all 
see that and check out those sites and I welcome any input, once you do see it, if you think that 
there’s some information that’s lacking there.  
That’s all that I had for today.  
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you very much Kim. Any questions or comments for Ms. Reilly? Everybody’s 
tired, but that’s good information.  
 
REILLY: Thank you for keeping your eyes open, thank you.  
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you again.  
Is there any further business to come before this committee; questions or comments? Being none 
have a wonderful afternoon, we stand adjourned. Thank you. 
 
 

AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT/PLANNING/PUBLICITY COMMITTEE IT WAS ADJOURNED AT 12:06 PM. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy 
Clerk of the Board 


